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Abstract. In this paper, we are discussing about non-computerized or paper-
based in this modern world. It was based on five articles that I found regarding 
to the impact of non-computerized in accounting, in documentation and in 
presentation. In doing so, I have collected some of the main points that related 
to the impact of non-computerized in this modern world. Some of the 
explanation might be incompetent since I’ve explained based on my 
understanding or based on what I see in this modern world. In conclusion, we 
can see some of the pros and cons of non-computerized/ paper-based in this 
modern era. 
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Introduction 

In this modern era world, information are on our fingertips. It is easy since we just 
need to use our smartphone nowadays to find any information that we wanted and 
browse it in the internet. With this information, it helps us to communicate with other 
as well as strengthening our relationship too. Based on what I read, the terms 
“information” is used by people in various different backgrounds, from experts, 
working in data dependent such as communication media and information 
management. Based on Dunbar (1996), acquiring information and knowledge demand 
many resources. Nevertheless, people often share data, content and knowledge. In 
fact, some identify the act of sharing information as an attribute of humanity itself. 
Moreover, information can be split up into two types, computerized and non-
computerized or also known as paper-based. As we know that, non - computerized is 
not powered by computer. Based on Merriam Webster, non-computerized is not 
carried out, controlled, or produce by means of a computer. Secondly, non-
computerized not equipped with computers and lastly,  it is not stored in or formatted 
for a computer which means that non-computerized is more likely a physical based or 
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also known as paper-based. Before this modern world, people are using papers to 
documented anything that is important. For example our birth certificate or 
accounting books for a company.  
 
Non-Computerized/Paper-based in sharing Information 

 
Advantage and Disadvantages of non-computerized in accounting 

 
Accounting or also known as accountancy is the estimation, preparing, and 

correspondence of financial and non financial data about financial substances, for 
example, organizations and enterprises. Accounting, which has been known as the 
"language of business", quantifies the after effects of an association's economic 
exercises and passes on this data to an assortment of clients, including investors, loan 
bosses, the management, and controllers. Throughout the years, technology has been 
evolved the way of the world operates. Over the several decades, there has been a 
major move from manual to computerized accounting system.  

Here I would like to share some advantage and disadvantages of non-computerized 
in accounting instead of computerized. First of all is one of the disadvantages of non-
computerized or paper-based in accounting is of course the non computerized takes 
longer period of time in completing its tasks for example calculations and reports. As 
we know that, manual method use human’s strength which is incomparable to the 
technologies nowadays. Human’s strength can be limited too which make this to be 
one of the disadvantages in accounting sectors. In modern method, people easily can 
make calculation in a second by using calculator instead of calculate it manually. 
Romano (2013) once said that “ emphasizes that through using this accounting 
system, it becomes easier for different individuals to access accounting data outside of 
the office securely. Since using the computerized system is more efficient than paper 
based accounting, work will be done faster and time will saved ”. Users do not need 
to sit tight for quite a long time, even days to lay our hands on an important report. 
For computer give precise count and smart reports. In addition, computerized gives 
better inside control reports for some random period of time, while non-computerized 
control takes additional time. 

Next point for disadvantages of non-computerized in accounting is the lack of 
security in storing the data. We know that, any records can be confidential to any 
company especially the accounting records. For this case, some company still using 
paper-based system which allow to anyone from the inside or outside of the company 
steal or destroy the records easily. If this going to happen, the company itself will 
receiving a big negative impact in accounting department. Thomason (2014) did 
claimed that, lack of security another normal weakness of manual accounting. 
Organizations might be not able to keep representatives from auditing delicate 
information in paper records and diaries. Documents replicated and put away on a PC 
may likewise be less secure. This may permit representatives to manhandle monetary 
data through extortion or theft. Disappointed workers may likewise hopelessly harm 
the data and demolish significant financial records. 
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Besides, using manual method also have its own advantages. In this case, by using 
paper and pencils in completing the records, it requires the user much cheaper 
compared to computerized system where it need to run on a software and hardware. 
Other expenses, it may consume a lot of money in maintaining the system and 
training. Basically we can save some of the budget compared to the computerized 
system. Besides, the other advantages is, manual method doesn’t need electricity and 
battery which is also can save more budgets in spending on electricity as well. 
Comparative cheap, labor force and assets, unwavering quality, freedom from 
machines, and gifted laborers accessibility are the focal points of manual 
bookkeeping. 

 
Disadvantages of non-computerized/ paper-based in documentation 

 
Information can be really important nowadays. We need to have a good or proper 

in designing so that information that we wanted to share can be understand easily by 
the users. As we know that, documents can be really important especially in an 
organization. Documentation can be in paper-based(non computerized) or in 
electronic form (computerized) which include any of important data in it. In any 
cases, health records should be conducted on the highest standard to prevent from any 
unwanted things happen to the patients and the records. A high quality of nursing 
documentation is expected in every area of care and in every setting (Wilson et al., 
2012). 

Here is some of the disadvantages of non-computerized/paper-based in 
documentation. Based on one the article which is entitled “ Quality of Nursing 
Documentation : Paper based Health Records versus Electronic Health Records by 
Laila M Akhu-Zeheya from Jordan University of Science and Technology, the 
electronic based have better structure and process compared to the paper based. As we 
know that, computers nowadays really smart where it can structure all the data and 
process it at the same time with a good output. We can see that, in the system, the 
documentation can be arranged in different style for example “a-z or z-a”, from 
newest to oldest, according to its type and etc… . This makes the electronic based 
slightly better than the paper-based. 

Next is , paper-based or non-computerized documentation takes a lot of spaces. We 
can see that the documents are been stacking up and put it in a box or drawers so that 
it is easily organized. But at the same time, these documents are eating the spaces of 
the organization. We see that some of the organization have a small office and small 
spaces. And yet, they still need to save some spaces for the documents to be stored 
too in the office. With electronic based, we can easily save more spaces in our office 
which makes it more convenient in terms of accessing it. In addition, the spaces that 
have been saved can allow the company to have more workers or anything that can 
make the office is a better place to be for the employees. 
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Besides, non-computerized documentation also leads to inconsistency in data 
entry. In this situation, based on the article I’ve read, some of the workers in health 
sector have poor in documentation skills. This also happen in electronic based. Some 
of the workers have lack of skills in processing the data which make the documents 
tends to missing or redundancy. This can happen at any organization if they have poor 
skills of workers in taking care of the documents. Because of this issue too, it can lead 
to missing of the documents too which is hardly to accept by the top management. 

 
Non - computerized / paper-based in presenting information to users 

 
Some researchers told us that reading information from the paper compared to the 

computer can affects the users a lot usually in terms of the speed. Lower reading 
speeds (30%) for PC showed texts thought about with printed materials. However, 
other early studies assessing reading from paper 

versus computer reported less clearcut results, often again in terms of reading 
speed. When Meyer and Poon (1997) investigated computerized presentations, they 
found that young adults had higher reading speeds and better text comprehension than 
older people. But for this issue, it has been tasted on text comprehension and 
memorization the impact of both these medium (computerized and non 
computerized). In any cases, the result shows that the medium had no impact for the 
memorization. For the comprehension, it has the same result too although some of the 
researcher told us that reading on paper is slightly better. This is because of the 
technology evolved in the screen itself. Most of the screen manufacturers nowadays 
have the concern in building a good screen in order to protecting our eyes become 
worst. But some of the researchers told that, reading on a paper is slightly better and 
generally prompted better arrangement and improved an individual's performance on 
tests associated with the reading material. 

This also was tested on students who are attending their examination which is 
conducted into two sections to see the differences in students performance based on 
these two medium (computerized and non- computerized). Another test was also 
tested to patients who are suffer from anxiety and depression where the screening was 
conducted through online and paper-based. And both results give the same results 
which make the findings suggest that online screening can be make to the patients. 
 
Conclusion 

 
In conclusion, non-computerized system or paper-based system may have its own 

pros and cons. But in most cases, since it was in the modern world, people will surely 
migrating into computerized system which make their life easier in many types of 
aspects. And for some sectors or organization, they still prefer paper-based due to the 
worker’s skills or to save budget in investing to the new system. As for the results, we 
can see now that the computerized system is clearly in winning percentage over the 
paper-based even though some peoples still prefer physical copy but the 
manufacturers are giving their best to help the users to have the same feels but in 
computerized form especially for users who love to read physical books. It was stated 
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in the research that both physical and computerized tends to have the same score even 
though some are claiming that physical papers are better compared to screen. Last but 
not least, we hope people in this modern world are fitting themselves in this new 
computerized era so since it have more benefits in all sectors 
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